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(Why) Do we need these kinds of assignments?
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The Rubric—Likert; 1 (novice)–5 (expert)

Questions: 2.82± 0.68

Answers: 3.03± 0.77

Quality: 3.11± 0.98

Analysis: 2.64± 0.77

Clarity: 3.38± 0.94

Application: 2.87± 0.57

(Mean and standard deviation, n = 107)



Research Questions

1 Feasibility: How effective are state of the art machine learning
approaches for automated grading? Are they sufficiently effective to
be immediately useful in practice?

2 Formulation and Evaluation: What is the right way to formulate
the grading problem as a machine learning problem? What is the
right way to measure effectiveness?

3 Integration: How should an automated grader be integrated with
manual instructor/TA grading? What are the trade-offs?



Feasibility of Automatic Grade Prediction

MAE =
1

n

n∑
i=1

|r(f(xi))− r(yi)|

Baseline SVOR1

sim (3) 0.9358 ± 0.0882 0.8811 ± 0.0940
sim + sel (5) 0.9566 ± 0.1677 0.8642 ± 0.0325

toks (2646) 0.9075 ± 0.0789 0.7660 ± 0.0910†

all (2651) 0.9792 ± 0.1568 0.7566 ± 0.0738†

†: statistically signifigant using an unpaired t-test with p ≤ 0.05.

Table: Effectiveness (in terms of MAE) of incorporating additional features in
grade prediction for “quality” dimension using SVOR methods compared to the
mode-assigning baseline. Number of features is given in parenthesis.

1http://www.work.caltech.edu/~htlin/program/libsvm/

http://www.work.caltech.edu/~htlin/program/libsvm/


Feasibility of Automatic Grade Prediction

Baseline SVOR
sim (3) 0.7906 ± 0.0771 0.7830 ± 0.0836

sim + sel (5) 0.7623 ± 0.0649 0.7811 ± 0.0561
toks (2646) 0.7528 ± 0.0550 0.7415 ± 0.0597

all (2651) 0.7189 ± 0.0617 0.7226 ± 0.0527

Table: Similar experiment to Table 1, but for “clarity” dimension.

Main takeaway: effectiveness very much depends on

1 rubric dimension
2 features used



Is outright grade prediction really our goal?
(Hint: maybe it shouldn’t be)

1 Annotator agreement?

Low in practice2, even for short-answer questions!
Only going to be worse for complex assignments. . .
Significant barrier to leveraging peer grading

2 The machine will always be imperfect.

How sensitive is the grading process to “small” mistakes?
Can we reduce this sensitivity?

2M. Mohler and R. Mihalcea. “Text-to-text Semantic Similarity for Automatic
Short Answer Grading”. In: EACL. 2009, pp. 567–575.



Can we treat grading as a ranking problem?
(Hint: probably, or I wouldn’t put it on a slide)

1 Annotator agreement?

Much easier to get people to agree on “is a better than b?”3

Provides an easy mechanism for leveraging peers: their inherent
positivity (bless them) won’t bias a pairwise decision!

2 The machine will always be imperfect.

Significantly less sensitive to minute mistakes in the ranking, as
long as it is largely consistent with instructor preference
Grading → assigning cutoffs: quite natural!

Evaluation metric: “distance” between machine and instructor ranking
(lower is better)4

NDPM =
2nd + tx

2(nc + nd + tx)

3C. Callison-Burch et al. “(Meta-) Evaluation of Machine Translation”. In:
WMT. 2007, pp. 136–158.

4Y. Y. Yao. “Measuring Retrieval Effectiveness Based on User Preference of
Documents”. In: J. Am. Soc. Inf. Sci. 46.2 (1995), pp. 133–145.



Is batch-mode machine learning the right setup?
(Hint: maybe it shouldn’t be)

Batch-mode learning: Grade a bunch of assignments (or provide a
bunch of pairwise assessments), give them to the machine, wait for a
bit, and use its output on unlabeled assignments for grading

This is not very collaborative!
Machine is not able to inform instructor to grade most helpful
assignments/pairs!
Unclear stopping decision: how many more should I grade to get a
certain level of accuracy?



Can active learning5 be more effective?
(Hint: probably, or I wouldn’t put it on a slide)

Active learning:

1 Grade some small number of assignments/pairs

2 Provide them to the machine to learn from

3 The machine suggests the next assignment/pair to grade

4 (Go to 1 until you’re satisfied with the machine’s output)

Benefits:

This is collaborative by design
A clear stopping criterion: after each assignment/pair a new ranking
is generated—stop when you’re happy with it

5no, not that kind of active learning
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Figure: A comparison between a randomized learning solution and an active
learning solution to the grading-as-ranking problem. Reported is the average
NDPM (lower is better) over 5 runs, with error bars indicating one standard
deviation.



Questions?

(Thanks!)


